Accessories provide increased functionality
Well-chosen accessories optimize workstation
functionality and increase usability. When a
workstation is well-organized and well-equipped,

workflow becomes easier and more efficient,
improving ergonomics and making it easier to keep
tools in place.

Modular means adaptable
Our world keeps changing at an ever-increasing pace.
Until recently, products could be manufactured the
same way for decades, but now we must prepare
to make changes to our work practices at a much
faster rate. In order to revise the production process
to meet new requirements, an extremely flexible and
adaptable workstation system is essential. Our system
is designed with this in mind. The same basic units,
configured with accessories that meet your needs,
offer a wide range of applications.

The module size is used to identify the
right accessories
In line with the modular approach of Sovella
furnishings, a large number of products are organized
in multiple module sizes: M20, M30, M36, M48, M53,
M60, and M72. The module size refers to the nominal
distance in inches between two slotted uprights from
the middle of the upright. Most of our accessories are
organized by their module size.

Customized for your application and your
operator

Casters

Casters may be installed to provide mobility
for reconfiguration, cleaning, or repositioning.
Concept™, Cornerstone-WS™ and TL
Casters
Size
Order No
860429-00 •
1. Caster Set Ø 3.93" ESD*
Caster only, locking ESD
900243-00
2. Caster Set Ø 3.93" nonESD*
834734-00 •
Caster only, locking non-ESD
942060-00
3. Low Profile caster set*
14-700020
Low Profile caster only, locking
14-7000002
4. Roll & Set caster set
14-7000025
14-94035248
Roll & Set caster (single)
5. Basic™ 5" caster set
834740-00 •
* Set includes two locking and two non locking casters.
Casters not compatible with Workshop™ workstations.
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The purpose of a workstation determines its basic
requirements and accessories. The needs and
requirements may change considerably from one
employee to another, but we understand that no two
people are alike. When a workstation is equipped for
and adjusted to an individual’s needs, each phase of
the production process can be completed on time
with accuracy and with maximum comfort.

Advantage™ workstations can be equiped with
casters using M12 attachment hardware. Casters
not compatible with Workshop™ workstations.

